
March 15, 2020

Fr. Arturo Sosa, SJ
Superior General, Society of Jesus
Borgo Santo Spirto, 4
00193 Roma RM, Italy

Subject: Jesuits, Jesuit educated people, and “Our Common Home”

Dear Superior General Sosa,

If I am not what I claim to be, as a result of over a quarter-century of “suffering persecution for
justice’s sake (Matt. 5:10)” - an influential member of: 1) humanity’s largest and most global
profession of engineering, 2) the over two million member US federal civil service, and 3)
humanity’s largest and most global religious faith - Christianity - regarding its near non-existent
theology and praxis for secular professions as engineering; then please ignore me as delusional, a
victim of post-traumatic stress disorder; a whining narcissist, whatever.

If you think there is some chance, as remote as it may be, that I may have an important message
for the mission of the Jesuit Order and God’s will on earth in 2020, then please authorize
someone, on behalf of the Jesuit Order, to “hear me out” for 20-30 minutes and see where it goes.

Respectfully,

Joseph (Joe) Carson, PE (Brooklyn Preparatory, Class of 1972)
10953 Twin Harbour Drive
Knoxville, TN 37934
865-300-5831
jpcarson@tds.net

PS: As evidence of my “street cred,” I offer the following:

1: No one, in history of US federal civil service, has “prevailed” in more whistleblower reprisal
litigation than I.  I now feel as a mouse chasing a herd of elephants in the contortions I am
causing, up and to and including the President, Congress and Supreme Court, in trying to obtain,
via rule of law, an objective resolution of my whistleblower disclosures, 
see www.merit-principles.org.

2: No one has submitted more winning entries than I in the annual engineering ethics essay
contest of the leading engineering professional society in America for licensed professional
engineers, the National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE), see
https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/ethics-resources/milton-f-lunch-ethics-contest/milton-f-lu
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nch-ethics-contest.

3.  There is no collective and intentional Christian influence in the (significantly self-regulating)
profession of engineering and never has been one.  No Jesuit or any other Christian religious
professional, to my knowledge, takes exception to its lack.  Neither of these long-standing “status
quos” have received (to my knowledge) any theological examination, despite our global
civilization, in 2020 and for as long as it sustains, being UTTERLY dependent on it engineered
underpinning.   See  https://christianengineer.org/
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